
The Bible Code  

 

 “For three thousand years a code in the Bible has remained hidden.  Now it has 

been unlocked by computer – and it may reveal our future.  The events that happened 

thousands of years after the Bible was written – World War II, the Moon landing, 

Watergate, both Kennedy assassinations, the election of Bill Clinton, the Oklahoma City 

bombing – all were foretold in the code.”   

 In those words we are introduced to The Bible Code, a 265 page book published in 

1998 by Michael Drosnin, a former reporter at the Washington Post and the Wall Street 

Journal.  Using a computer, it proposes to lay out the Hebrew text of the Bible in block 

form similar to a cross-word puzzle and then to find messages revealed in “equidistant 

letter sequences.”   The coded messages are laid out horizontally, vertically, or 

diagonally, often crossing one another. 

 A long-time partner in this ministry, Bob Gleaves, of Brentwood, Tennessee, 

bought a copy for me and asked for my opinion of it.  Then he suggested that I express 

my thoughts in Freedom’s Ring.  The “evidences” presented are based on computers, the 

Hebrew language, and mathematical sequences of Hebrew characters in which I claim no 

expertise at all.  So I can neither prove nor disprove the startling claims Drosnin makes. 

 Favorable review of The Bible Code has been given by numerous well-known 

newspapers and journals.  Noted mathematicians have added their verification.  All this 

tends to be intimidating evidence of the credibility of the material. 

 If the claims made by Drosnin are true, they only affirm the truth of the Scriptures 

being God’s message.  That would be a definite plus even though we have no answer as 

to how to react to the predictions other than to wait to see if they all happen.  On the other 

hand, if we believe he is presenting presently revealed truth and the time passes with 

nothing being fulfilled, it will only cause more distrust in the message of the Bible.  The 

same can be said of all the current “end times” prophetic mania.  So I will have to say that 

I cannot prove or disprove the message but will leave it for time to reveal. 

 These claimed discoveries of long-concealed truth point to God’s dealing with 

Israel in “these end times.”  I am convinced that God fulfilled all his prophecies 

concerning Israel in his final rejection of them as a nation in A.D. 70 when he destroyed 

their nation and scattered their people. 

 Michael Drosnin and most of the quoted “authorities” are Jewish, so we may well 

suspect an Israeli bias.  Drosnin disclaimed interest in religion, but he writes more like a 

religionist than a news reporter.  We would expect a reporter to arrange his material 

better.  He is repetitious and often vague, not really explaining how the Hebrew 

characters spelled out English words, especially since the Hebrew text does not have 

vowels. 

 Who arranged the Hebrew text like a crossword puzzle, conveniently 

manipulating some sections in longer lines than others in order to make the “equidistant 

letter sequences” work out properly?  Where did he find a perfect Hebrew text from 

which to work?  Most every page of your Bible has footnotes of alternate, or doubtful, 

readings.  Any change in the length of words or sentences would throw the rest out of 

sequence. 



 The writer identifies the “end of days” as beginning with the death of Rabin in 

1995.  Peter puts Pentecost in the “last days” (Acts 2:17).  God had spoken to man by his 

Son in the “last days” (Heb. 1:2).  Other references indicate that the last days were current 

with the New Testament writers.  If I understood correctly, Drosnin has armegeddon and 

the end coming through nuclear destruction.  Later he indicated the end may come by a 

collision of the Swift-Tuttle asteroid. 

 So you can see that I am skeptical of there being such a thing as a divinely devised 

Bible Code.  He seems to play the game with Hal Lindsay and millennialists who seem 

intent on having as much money in hand as possible when their predicted catastrophes 

occur.  If Drosnin were truly trying to warn the world, he could probably distribute his 

book for under $5.00 instead of $25.00 hardback and $15.00 soft cover. 

 As far as world history is concerned, most of the incidents claimed to have been 

fulfilled are but localized footnotes. 

 Yes, I admit to having approached this project with skepticism.  Long before this 

book came to view, mankind has not lacked evidences concerning God and his will for 

us.  Through the centuries believers have been able to accept the Bible as God’s 

revelation to us.  That trust can still sustain us.  [] 


